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News
Briefs
Communist Offensive
Powerful In Loos

-South Vietnamese militate torces continued their push
Inti Laos in order to tr\ and dengholds
Ho Chi Minfa Trail. By
mid.
urefrom
tin
iiiny was
to turn lack the South
had erupted In Lao and Cambodia. Hill SI, a base on the
northern
i ol the ughtlay by the
North Vietnamese and the South
\ u tnamese were forced to retl In several areas. The lighting is considered the heaviest
since the Tet offensive of 1968
and losses are high on both sides.
Dy Saturday afternoon, the South
Vietnamese had regained control
of Hill 31, but were still facing
heavy fighting at many points.
Gl's May Enter Laos
WASHINGTON-A Nixon administration spokesman announced
Friday that U. S. combat troops
may be sent into Laos. The purpose of these troops would be to
protect the search and rescue
teams trying to save stranded
American airmen. Although these
troops would be temporarily stationed in Laos and would engage
in hostilities, neither the Pentagon nor the White House feels that
such action is in violation of the
legislative restrictions on the use
of ground troops and advisors.
Students Rioting In
Columbia

CALI, COLUMBIA-Colombia
was declared in a state of seige
by its president, Misael Borrero,
and troops were sent onto the
nation's university campuses
when fifteen people were killed in
rioting at the University of del
Valle. Students had occupied university buildings and disrupted
campus activities for several
days in an attempt to oust university president, Alfonso Ocampo
Laondono. The first daytime curfew in many years has been imposed.
Israel May Be Willing
To Discuss Pact
UNITED NATIONS-lsrael is
believed to have informed U. N.
intermediary, Dr. Gunnar V. Jarring, that she is now willing to
discuss in detail territorial and
other claims with the United Arab
Republic in order to establish an
agreement. N
He references were made to the boundaIsrael would be willing to acDS would withdraw her troops. The move was
made in resp*
D Egyptian
decl.<
J:'.LI,ing down preliminary conditions
• act pact.
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Foundation Terminates Tuition Grants
By ETHEL REITER
The Longwood Foundation, Incorporated, following a request
made by the Board of Visitors,
has terminated its program of
tuition grants for children of faculty and staff members to attend
private institutions. The decision
reached at the last Board of
Directors meeting ol February
1 5.
H. E. W. Changes
The decision came after a detailed consideration of the numerous ramifications involved. The
Board began consideration of the
tuition grant program after the U.
S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) charged
Longwood with violation of the
Civil Rights Act. The HEW group,
headed by Dr. Elolse Severinson, inferred that the Foundation
was not actually a private organization since the college president
acted as director and the college
vice president as secretary and
treasurer. The group also questioned whether or not the college
was in violation of the Civil
Rights Act by "indirectly allowing the Longwood College Foundation to provide money for the
children of its white professors to
attend Prince Edward Academy."
Background of Foundation.
The foundation, which has no
official connection with the college, was started by Dr. Francis
G. Lankford in 1959, the same
year that the local public schools
were closed. The Foundation was
created mainly to support the
college and to help in attracting
the best faculty possible. In order
to achieve this goal, the foundation gave scholarships in the
name of faculty children, enabling
them to attend the various private
institutions in the area.

Administration's
ions.

Opin-

President Willett believes that
the awarding of tuition grants
was perfectly legal. Defend im
the Foundation he said, "Any
statement that says the program
was iUegal was false." However, he feels that it was in Hie
best interest of the College that
the pro) ram be di
is for
the after effects i
Dr. Willett appears to be optl«
mlsttc: "II won't botbi i
ulty recruiting has been very
successful."
Colonel Carr said that the
funds were cut off be
the animal report of HEW. The
possible violation of the Civil

Judicial Board
Dismisses Three
On Narcotics Charge
Charges of possession and use
of narcotics on the Longwood College campus were dismissed by
the judicial board after two hearings last week.
The charges stemmed from the
testimony of two witnesses before
the board on February 24. However, a change in testimony in a
second hearing the next day resulted in a dismissal of the
charges. The dismissals followed
five hours of deliberation by the
judicial board. The judicial board
concluded that there was insufficient evidence against the three
accused. The board did not release the names of the three girls.
Concern over judicial procedures in the case has prompted
Dr. Tinnell, faculty advisor to
the judicial board to call a special
open meeting of board members
and the student body. The meeting
will be held at 1:00 p.m., Thursday in the Gold Room.

Rights Act put Longwood's federal funds of $100,000 in jeopardy; "thus, the program had to
stop." He expressed mixed emotions about the decision, "One
is concerned with the quality of
education that their children receive, and they won't get it at
the county high school." CoL
Carr echoed the sentiment
President Willett, "We still dont
thai the foundation was wrong
to use the money to tinam e
tuitions."
New Programs For
Foundation.
Last year $16,000 went out to
faculty members in the form of
scholarship grants. A question
now raised is what will be done
with the additional funds in the
Foundation? Mr. Bristol, also
a member of the Board of Directors, acts in the area of
fund raising and program planning. First of all, scholarship
funds may increase enabling the
College to have money on hand
for emergency cases. Another
plan is to provide instructional
grants to faculty members for
the improvement of teaching
methods. The Foundation is also
going to try to give a grant to
rennovate and equip the faculty
lounge. Mr. Bristol would like
to see an endowment fund so tliat
Longwood would have a visiting
scholar on campus for a year.
He empliasized the fact that none
of this money is used for operating expenses, rather it is for
quality programs.
Reactions of Board Members.
The Board of Directors consists of 15 members, and a few
of these members were willing
to voice personal opinions concerning the termination of the

Boards Considering Extension
Of Curfew And Open House
By VICKI BOWLING
Extended curfew onweeknights
and extension of open house hours
are two of the proposed changes
currently being considered by
Legislative and Residence
Boards and Dr. Willett.
The proposed curfew change
is extending weeknight curfev.
to 12:30. It has been passed by
both boards. Dr. Willett, now
studying the proposal, said that
the Board of Visitors may want
to consider it when it convenes
in May.
Frankie Brown, president of
Legislative Board, gave several
reasons why a curfew change is
desired. It would be "primarily
a social change." Students could
go to more places, even ivf-oN
town. They would study later all
■ the campus. Tin poi Iblllt]
of keeping Lankford and the library open later will be looked

into. If passed, the curfew would
be in keeping with that of Sunday
night and there would not be
so much variation in curfews.
All three boards have considered extending open house
hours. Mary Tabb Johnston,
president of Residence Board,
said that they would like to extend it to possibly Saturday afternoons.
Because of the opposition by
the General Assembly to open
dormitories at etate- upported
schools, no action can be taken
on this. There is currently a
lution in the Va.
by Sen
Herbert
• •
dorm policies ol all Virginia
that
will be more in line with
moral standard
Itizens of the State ol Virginia,

If this resolution were passed
it would advise state supported
colleges that the General Assembly advocates parietal hours
which would not encourage 'increasing sexual promiscuity'
among students of those icboois.
Dr. Willett explained that state
Is must weigh the resoluol the Genera] Assembly
tally, On the extension, he
I d, "It will remain ai
until we have
definite
li- in them."
Beginning in March, there will
be q
"ins
held by a representative from
each of the three boards and the
dor
Mary Tabb
■

the n
month.
■

I H.

tuition grants program. Dr.
Lockwood said tliat he had mixed
feelings because of the many
pros and cons of the issue. He
stated that there Is a very complex moral question involved;
however, there Is the lei llojoe tlon that domlnati
J. Elmore Eubank, Jr., of
Hampton, Vlr Inia, » i "
el iv thai this had to come
ilioiit."

■

. mn

reluctantly bul
the i uuatlon thai
action. The program was pertet tlj lei al d
i iations i di icrlminatlon made i>\
HEW, I
\ndre\\
Farmvllle, bell
He also
feels that it will not affecl the
educational situation iii Prince
Edward County: "It will go on
like it has in 111*- past." Hunter
G. Sledd of Richmond, preferred
to remain silent.
Some Faculty Responses
Faculty reactions varied from
complete silence to enthusiastic
acceptance. Dr. David Breilsaid,
"I don't think tliat I should say
anything right now. I will have
to wait and see what happens
in the future." Mr. Rubley feels
that the President did what he
thought was right. "It's a rather
complex situation. One has to
realize why the Foundation was
started. There was a necessity
when the action took place* The
administration had to do something when the situation existed."
However, he sees the new decision as a possible relief to the
school situation in Prince Edward County. "In a way I'm glad
to see it, but I'm also a little
apprehensive." Dr. DeWitt had
always opposed the tuition grants
on a philosophical level. He said,
"I have no beef with private
schools, but a faculty member
should also receive money to
finance his child's education in
a public school. It just seems
ironic that an institution training girls to teach in public school
systems should support a private
in titution."

If You Are
Undecided
About Judicial
Procedure
Come Ask
Those Who Know
1:00 P.M.
Thursday In The
Gold Room
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The Lion And The Mouse
In the past Rotunda reporters have come under
severe criticism for not getting all the facts before they
print a story Certainly every reporter should report fairly both sides of the situation, but what many individuals
don't reolize is that many of Longwood's faculty, administration, and students refuse to talk to Rotunda reporters
It has come to my attention that several faculty members
have been very uncooperative when Rotunda reporters
have approached them There is the case where a member of the administration refers a reporter to a member of
the faculty, and the faculty member continually promises
the reporter material, and then conveniently goes out of
town, leaving the reporter without a story for a third week
in a row Or, there is the case where reporters are intimidated,
intimidated to such an extent that they
are afraid to turn in stories for fear that the instructor will
cut their grade, or make life unpleasant fo them There
ore also those individuals at Longwood who hold back information when the reporter comes around But, the odd
thing about this situation is that they had been very vocal
in front of an audience on the very same topic in the
snack bar, or in the roc , but let the Rotunda reporter stick
her heod around the corner and everyone is suddenly very
silent Another tactic is to quickly get around to othermember', of the administration and brief them so when
the Rotunda reporter comes around the individual in
volved is not able to answer, or conveniently doesn't know.
or
'i
tuation over, making it sound |ust fine
Reporters cannot ond will not get news in this kind of
atmosphere If others ronnot show us the courtesy of
trying to be at least a little helpful in getting the news
then what kind of an effort should I ask my staff to make
None'
— L W
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EttbnfttW&Vta
Infirmary

Dear Editor,
Suggestions have been made for
various changes in many areas,
but I would like to make a plea
for a qualified and competent doctor of general medicine for Longwood College.
As a senior, I have made the
usual visits to the Infirmary over
the years, for colds, viruses,
etc., but these are basically easy
to diagnose. How does a doctor,
whose major field isanesthesiology, diagnose appendicitis . . a
ruptured one at that? Exactly he doesn't! I am not undermining
Dr. Wells' ability in his major
field, but I am concerned about
his ability in other areas.
I have been told that the salary
aUoted for the Infirmary doctor
is low and this is the major drawback for tempting a good general
practitioner. I cannot understand
why Longwood could not find some
means with the helpof state funds
to increase the salary.
I know that I am not the only
girl who has been misdiagnosed,
but as I leave the hospital for the
third time since November, I beg
for something to be done before
a real tragedy occurs.
Sincerely,
Kim Meyer

Questions To
The Board
Dear Editor,
Being fully aware that Longwood's Judicial System is not a
civil court, we are also aware
that a person is entitled to certain rights in any disciplinary
action. Therefore, wearedirectint the following questions to the
members of Judicial Board:
1. Can conjecture (guesswork,
inferring, or predicting from incomplete evidence) serve as adequate evidence in finding someone guiltv'
2. Why cannot the accused be
confronted by his accusor and/or
the evidence being used against
him, thus giving him the opportunity to challenge the validity

of said accusations?
3. Why is it not a standard
procedure that the accused has 24
hours between the time of accusation and the time of trial
thus allowing him time to prepare a defense?
4. Is not prolonged and intense
questioning a form of coercion?
5. Is the austere atmosphere
created by the wearing of black
robes necessary in a student
court?
6. Is the standard of secrecy
upheld by the members of the
Board in the same manner that
they require of the students?
If the Board has not as yet
considered these questions, we
suggest that it do so immediately in an effort to insure that
due process of law be guaranteed every student.
Sue Wilkes
Mary Berlin
Ethel Reiter
EDITOR'S NOTE: These questions should be directed to Judicial Board members tomorrow
at 4:00 in the Gold Room.

A Trained Board
I am convinced that the correct
judicial procedure is not taking
place in many of the cases that
are tried here at Longwood. For
a group that has the power to expell, suspend and put students on
probation, I feel that our judicial
board members should have some
sort of formal training. For example, in the drug case that took
place last week, approximately
nine members of the 11 on the
board were on their first case.
Frankly, knowing how serious the
offense of drugs on the Longwood
campus is, I wouldn't want to be
judged by novices. Another point
that I would like to bring out is
that I wouldn't want to attend any
trial in which .. the members refused to divulge to the accused the
incriminating evidence. It is because every thing that has to do
with the judicial board is so secretive here at school that no one
really knows their rights. It is

only when a case is over that
students find out what they could
have done.
I strongly suggest that our judicial system be reformed, before some student is crippled because of a faulty law enforcing
body.
GALE HUGHES

LC Movie Audiences
To the Editor:
Longwood students owe a great
deal of thanks to the Student
Union, which has made available this year many excellent
films. Where else could one hope
to see movies such as VIRGINIA
WOLFE, 2001 and DR. ZHIVAGO
for only a quarter? This is a
rare opportunity which many of
us are eagerly seizing.
It is extremely unfortunate,
however, that those of us who attend these movies for the purpose of appreciating good films,
or simply for the personal enjoyment, are unable to either enjoy or appreciate them. This is
due to the handful of inconsiderate students who apparently
have never learned the meaning
of responsible, mature behavior.
These are the students who, at
every tender love scene, or at the
slightest suggestion of nudity,
giggle nervously, snicker in embarrassment, or make crude remarks. These are the students
who can be heard three rows
away explaining the plot or making predictions as to the outcome of the movie, or who even
shout stage directions to the actors. This sort of behavior is
understandable and expected of
the typical eighth - grader, but
then the typical eighth-grader
would not be admitted to movies
rated "for mature adults." Even
if they did manage to get in, their
rude remarks and loud whispers
would soon be interrupted by an
usher telling them to either stop
disturbing the audience or leave
the movie house.
Longwood, unfortunately, has
(Continued from Page 3)
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Letters To
The Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
neither ushers nor mature audiences. Therefore, for thosi
you who are embarrassed by
;ex, who cannot refrain from
making personal comments, who
ire apparently totally IncapaHi
)f sitting quietly and watching the
movie, I would suggest that you
go watch a football gBUM instead, where there is no nudity
and where such loud comments
are expected, and let those of us
who want to enjoy the movie do
so.
Linda Pelikan

Rio Lobo With John Wayne Starts Tonight
that was absorbing. It is a flick
By SARAH FA KHAR
A til in tor John Wayne fans and made and flashed on the screen..
lohn Wayne tuts ONLY -This is one goes in and comes out not
RIO LOBO. You've got tolikethe I .uticularly shaken by laughter,
man and the kind of performance sadness or any other emotion.
he delivers or you won't like the RIO LOBO does not involve the
film. Wayne trots back from his viewer. Unless you're a "John
TRUE GRIT triumph with a fairly Wayne movie buff," the film has
well-mounted product ion, but little to offer, except the gents
one thai is starved for the real will find Jennifer O'Neal is very
tension it should have.
nice to look at. In the afterglow of
Hit) LOBO is a lusty story of the his Academy Award, the "Duke"
Civil War and after. It's the day Wayne seems a bit weak in this
when the Carpetbaggers were Howard Hawks production with
trying to take Texas away from Mr. Hawks functioning as prothe filibuster who took it away ducer-director.
from Mexico in tin- first place!
RJO LOBO is nice entertainWayne is teamed with Jorge Ri- ment for those who just want to
vero (romantic star of Latin watch a mildly good story and
America) and Jennifer O'Neal temporarily forget their pressures and problems . . but it's
(top model cum actress).
I found very little in the film very temporary!

Silent Chi

Photo By Ru«l>

Students i oniiiiiii- to practice for upcoming play. "Look
Back in Anger."

Play By 'Angry Young Englishman'

STATE
Starts Sunday
March 7-9th

John Osborne, To Open March 18
By BELINDA BRUG1I
"Look Back in Anger," currently in rehearsal at Longwood,
was written by an angry young
Englishman, John Osborne. Mr.
Osborne's play lias a dominant
note of fierce opposition to "middle class" values and standards.
A personal clue to his play may
be found in his background. His
family was firmly rooted in both
the middle and working class patterns. His education was split
down the middle by the class barriers still prevalent when his play
was first produced in 1956. John
Osborne left school at sixteen,
never to attend a university. He
worked on several trade journals
before entering the field of theatre. Mr. Osborne's entrance into
theatre was not, however, as an
author, but as a tutor for a group
Jj of child actors touring the English
provinces. His first job was followed by positions as stage manager and actor. After struggling
along as an actor with only the
usual hard earned pittance, he
wrote "Look Back in Anger"and
persuaded the English Stage
Company to produce it. In 1956,
"Look Back in Anger" premiered at the Royal Court Theatre in
London with spectacular results.
"Look Back in Anger" which
will be produced inJarmanAudiiii March 18-20, is the story
of two young women ami one young
man who arc- attracted to the personality of Jimmy Porter. Jimmy, like John Osborne, i u angry young man.Averyunplea anl
egotist who can offer no solution
to his problems, Jimmy's rebellion is blind and irrational. He is
a sadist, a heel, an introverted
, and •' blackguard in general.

GONE WITH THE WIND"
\s

John Osborne lias this to say
about Jimmy: He is a disconcerting mixture of sincerity and
cheerful malice, of tenderness
and freeboatingcruelty; restl ,
full of pride, a combination that
alienates the sensitive and the
insensitive alike.
Jimmy, his wife Alison, who
has been beaten into a state
verging on insensitivity, and his
loyalist friend, Cliff Lewis, live
in constant tension in a flat somewhere in the midlands of England.
They constitute a small cell oi
opposition to everything that is
normal.
After describing the relationship of Jimmy, Alison, and Cliff,
Helena is introduced midway
through the second act. Helena is
an actress friend of Alison's who
particularly hates Jimmy. Jimmy, in return, fiercely liates
Helena. However, Helena persuades Alison to leave Jimmy and
go home to her parents. Thereafter, Helena promptly becomes
Jimmy's mistress and replaces
Alison in Jimmy's bed and at the
ironing board. Alison's return
later in the third act provides a
dismal concluding resolution.

Documentor) Film On KKk To H«Shown In licrifonl Tomorrow Niylit

jpr*->
—.

i

"Tartuffe" To Begin
Auditions On March 4

Withering Heights starts tonight and runs 3
weeks at the Byrd Theatre in Richmond. A group trip
is being planned through the English Department for
March 9. If you are interested in attending the movie
sign on the list in the English Office by March 5.

By BELINDA BRUGH
Auditions for "Tartuffe" by
Moliere will be held on Wednesday and Thursday March 4-5 in
the Jarman studio theater from
4:00-5:00 and 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Faculty and students are invited
to try out for all parts. Thirteen
parts will be cast; six women and
seven men. Scripts are available
at the Lancaster Library circulation desk and the department of
speech and drama. If anyone is
interested in the technical areas
of production, now is the time to
sign up.

To the Editor:
Well, Chi finally walked for
Wheeler, After believing all of
these months that the strain of
work had killed them off, Chi decided to revive itself. So at 3:00
Saturday morning, those once familiar figures paraded in front of
Wheeler.
The question of why Chi walked on Saturday morning is interesting, but who the) walked for is
more Intriguing. Foi months,Ins
freshmen living In Wheeler have
felt left out of one of l.ongwood's
oldest and proudest traditions.
Many ot them have waited m anticipation for the night when th< J
were promised that Chi would appear. Well, it finally happened.
it happened on anight when nearly
everyone was gone and without
any signal or warning as to what
happening, Consequently,
Chi's walk was witnessed by only
eight people, two of whom were
sophomores, and most ol them
did not see much of the walk.
Chi, give these girls an even,
break! When I lived in North last
year, there was always pli nt] I
warning about a Chi walk. We
were even roused out of our beds
by the campus police. I've heard
this cannot be done because there
are upperclassmen in Wheeler,
but this does not sound very
plausible. I am sure if Chi puts
its nine heads together, it can
come up with a solution. Your
reason for walking may have been
very important, Chi, but couldn't
it have waited until a night when
more girls oould have teen you?
Or are you addenly afraid of be*
closely Inspected by the!
wood stud
Lynns W< r< i

THEJOURNtY
Of ROBERT f KtNNlDY

The film. The Journey of Robert F. Kennedy, is to be shown tomorrow night at 7:00 in Bedford
Building. The film is a documentary of the U.S. Senator and presidential aspirant who was struck
down by an assassin'sbullet June
6, 1968. Through the use of newsreels, photographs and home
movies the film written by Arthur

Schle in. er, Ji
the man "WOO

tive but also ruthless." in the
dim. the tori:.'
ITJ oi !»■■ Robert Mi Nan at i outll
Robert Kennedy's influence on the
Cuban ml
Is, I ivil rights
leader Charts
1
Kennedy' rolt I I pokei manof
the minorities, and Frank Mankiewi" z, KeniiI i>tary comments on Ms Inner
thought dunir, ■
Sign, According to David Settsei, KM producer of the mi rio, V- r one million feet of film, about 200 hours
was viewed in the making of the
documentary which was directed
by Mel Stuart.
Reed 4 Barton
Scholar.hip
Coott
Continues
Thru
March

Call 392-6268
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Alcohol Was Legalized
Why Not Marijuana?
By LYNDA VAN HORN
Marijuana!
To smoke or not to smoke.
Toll If the crux of a great debate
which now sweeps over our country.
It is factual that tliere are
in ill Ion i "i ta tlfiad users
tlii'ini"tiKiit tlie country. These
people IN in open defiance of
the lav. and an BMSed With the
|ini-,|„.([ of U'iMi jailed and payiBf heavy fines. Still, tin' amount
"I nianjiiana used in the United
Stair ii; i
lay,

in a mm) made i»
approiirnatel) tweot) par coot of
llll I
: had
had some experiences with marl«
juana. Now, tiiicr yaari later
that
II IN to an

ewn grtatei amount. In i na>
Uonwlda rarvej almost tour per
"■HI
; affirmativel) to
the

question,

"Have

\ou

,

■ I Mianjuana." Tlut would
mean that more than eight million paopli in tin conotn alone
have tried It,
With so many people leinin,' the effect ol nariJuaJBa,
aiKl witli so much moo
• nit of this country for sales of
marijuana - should marijuana
become legalised '
One Longwood ul answered
" |0 this question. She lelt
tlut marijuana should he studied
and |f |
; .i h«| a effects are found tlian now known,
it should be loralued.
Known Facts
What are the known facts about
marijuana'1 The long term physical
l taking marijuana
are not yet known because BO
one had done this necessary long

term research. There are obvious physical effects that can be
found, however. Rapid heartbeat,
lowering of the body temperature
and often reddening of the eyes
are noticeable physical effects.
The drug - if it can be called a
drug - also stimulates the appetite, changes the blood sugar
levels and dehydrates the body.
Usually, when smoked, the drug
effects can be felt quickly-about
fifteen minutes after inhaling the
Ci| .Held moke. The effects can
la at anywhere from two to four
hours depending on the smoker

Longtime moderate use? There
is no real answer as to the effects of longtime moderate use.
Those against legalization say
that the normal person who adopts
a longterm practice of moderate
marijuana use is "deliberately
facing unknown dangers."
Also, anxiety reactions and
jianic slates have been noted.
Accidents have occurred due to
impaired judgment and their distortions. Some scientists claim
tliat the inexperienced user may
become excessively suspicious
of people and may take actions
and the potency of the cigarette. leading to injury. A "toxic psyI the individual's chosis" consisting of mental conself-control, the effects of mari- fusion, loss of contact with realijuana vary so widely that it can ty, and memory disturbances
InniiLaiil Of a de- lave been reported.
'.. i ■ psychological efAlthough, there may be very
b> ts include distortion ol hear- serious effects of smoking mari.1 ion, and loss of time. juana, most of the Longwood
students who answered negatively to the question, "Do you think
Argucmcnts Against
marijuana should be legalized"
Legalization
did not give these as explanations of their answers. Many
Those against the legalization were weary of the unknown effects
of marijuana claim that the ef- of long range use, but most
1 !• can be harmful to the users. objected to a need to escape
They say that any drug that reality. As one girl says, "What
loosens self-control may con- bothers me is that people use
tribute to criminal behavior. marijuana for an escape. If they
They admit that persons under can't face up to reality then what
the lnfluenre of marijuana tend kind of shape are they ht?M
to be passive, but some crimes Another girl said that escape
have been committed by per- was sometimes necessary to
wlule they were "high." physical and mental well-being
Longtime heavy use? The dan- but that she didn't think a pergers seem to be definite. The son needed marijuana or other
foreign experience suggests peril drugs to escape.
for a large percentage of users.
The analogy with alcohol, sugChange The Laws?
gests that self-destruction would
Should
the laws be changed?
be frequent. There is little doubt
that the chances of escaping some Of, should law enforcement be
form of damage are poor.
stepped up? Should even greater

numbers of otherwise respectable individuals, especially young
people, be caught in police raids
with probable upset to their future
lives?
Opponents of this course claim
that prohibition never has and
never will work. They often point
to the unsuccessful prohibition
of alcohol. More than half a
century of enforcement of the
narcotics laws lias not succeeded in halting the traffic.
Advocates point out that there
can be no physical addiction to
marijuana. This means that the
body does not become dependent
upon continued use of the drug.
Neither does the body, probably, develop a tolerance to the
drug which makes necessary
larger doses to get similar effects. They argue that a reefer
gives one a lift and even- early
in the habit, at least — improves
the performance of physical and
mental work. Colors seem
brighter, and hearing seems
keener.
There is nothing in marijuana
itself that produces a need to
use other drugs. Most marijuana
smokers do not progress to
stronger substances.
Withdrawal from marijuana
does not produce physical sickness as does withdrawal from
heroin. Sudden withdrawal may
cause restlessness or anxiety
in a few persons who are heavy
marijuana smokers, just as withdrawal of regular cigarettes may
cause anxiety to the heavy
smoker. True withdrawal symptoms as seen in the heroin addict
do not occur.
Also, marijuana has no aphrodisiac quality. It was thought in
the past that both promiscuity

and impotence could be caused
or triggered by the smoking of
marijuana, but there is no scientific basis for either claim.
Longwood Students
Soy
Some reasons given by Longwood girls to legalize marijuana
are that marijuana cannot be
proven harmful and that it gives
smokers a type of euphoric
"high." One girl claims that the
marijuana smoking date is a lot
safer than the one drinking alcohol. She says, "I've never seen
a person on 'grass' become violent." Another girl states bluntly, "It's no worse than 'booze'
so why not"' Still, there are
others who look at the economic
ipoint. Legalizing marijuana
would cut down on the importation and may cause a heavy new
sales business. "Legalizing it,"
she says, "is a good idea. It
would make it a lot cheaper!"
Whether marijuana will be legalized or not is a problem which
legislatures must decide. Advocates of either position should
write their representatives with
their views. This Is a question
which must soon be answered
as marijuana use Increases every
day.
Information gathered from:
1) ANSWERS TO THE MOST
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT DRUGS.
2) "Students and drug abuse"
N.E.A. Journal. March, 1969.
3) "What About Drugs," Jules
Saltman.

Basketball Team Undefeated
Stomps Roanoke And Old Dominion
By JANE GARRETT
The Varsity and Junior Varsity basketball teams have
brought their record to eight wins
and no losses as they defeated
Roanoke College, 68-45 and 4827 respectively, on February 23
and Old Dominion University, 4944, and Virginia Wesleyan College, 62-20 on February 27.
Longwood's JV team defeated
Roanoke College's JV team 4827. High scorer for the team was
Kathy Talley with 13 points. Joy
King and Dianne Padgett were
second high scorers with 12
points apiece.
At the end of the first quarter, Longwood led by 15 points
as the score was 18-3. Kathy
sank three field goals and two
foul shots to lead her teammates
in scoring. Joy and Dianne each
had four points. The additional
two points were made from free
throws by Cindy Bradley and Lulu
Craven.
Longwood scored 12 points to
bring their halftime score to 20
points as opposed to Roanoke's
11 points. The third quarter found
Longwood scoring 6 points to 13
opposing points.
Dianne Padgett led Longwood's
scoring in the fourth quarter with
five points. Additional points
were scored on field goals from
Kathy Talley, Lulu Craven, and
Carol Chory. A free throw from
Joy King finished the scoring for
Longwood.

Joy King
Kathy Talley
Dianne Padgett
Cindy Bradley
Lulu Craven
Carol Chory
June Benninghove
TOTAL

FG
5
5
5
0
2
2
0
19

FT
2
3
2
1
1
0
1
10

TI
12
13
12
1
5
4
1
48

Longwood's Varsity team defeated Roanoke 68-45 in their
highest scoring game of the season. Nanette Fisher led the team
with 29 points and 39 rebounds.
She jvas followed by Sue Manahan

with 14 points and 21 rebounds.
At the end of the first quarter, Longwood led 20-13. Points
were scored by Margaret Lowry. Sue Manahan, Dotty Bohannon, and Nanette Fisher. Nanette
connected for four field goals,Sue
for two field goals, and two foul
shots, Dotty for two field goals,
and Margaret for one field goal.
The team sank nine of twenty
field goals for 45%.
Outscoring their opponents in
the second quarter 16-12 points
and 18-8 points in the third quarter, Longwood increased their
lead 25 points. Although they
were outscored in the final quarter, Longwood held a comfortable
lead and won the came.

Margaret Lowry
Sue Manahan
Dotty Botiannon
Nanette Fisher
Janet Ford
Debbie Carneal
TOTAL

FGFT
4 1
5 4
6 1
14 1
1 0
0 1
30 8

1
2
2
2
7
27

0 2
0 4
1 5
1 5
0 14
8 62

In their closest game of the
season, Longwood's Varsity team
slid by Old Dominion University
49-45. Nanette Fisher led the
team with 26 points and 31 rebounds. She was followed by Margaret Lowry with 11 points and
Sue Manalian with 9 rebounds.
As the first quarter came to a
close, Longwood had a one point
lead over ODU. Longwood's 14
points were scored by Nanette
Fisher who had ten and Margaret Lowry with 4.

TP
Nanette led second quarter
9
14 scoring with 5 points. Additional
13 points were scored by Debbie
29 Carneal, Dotty Bohannon, and
2 Janet Ford. At the end of the
1 first half, the score was tied
68 24-24.

Longwood's JV team brought
home an overwhelming 62-20 victory when they played Virginia
Wesleyan College. The offense
was sparked by 14 points from
Kathy Talley and Pam Williams.
The JV's connected for 10
points in the first quarter as
their opponents Iiad nine point sat
the end of the second and third
quarter, Longwood sank nine field
goals in the second quarter for
18 points and eight field goals
for 16 points in the third quarter. In the fourth quarter, Longwood again outscored the opposing team. Their 15points brought
their season high score to 62
points, while Virginia Wesleyan
connected for 11 points to end
the game with 20 points.

Kathy Talley
Joy King
Dianne Padgett
Gail Gossage

Lulu Craven
Shirley Penney
Carol Chory
June Benninghove
Pain Williams
TOTAL

FGFTTP
5 4 14
4 1
9
3 1
7
1 0
2

Leading third quarter scoring
was Margaret Lowry with 4
points. Nanette Fisher and Dotty
Bohannon each had two points
while Sue Manalian connected for
3 points and Barbara Cridlin for
one. Outscoring their opponents
12-6 gave Longwood a 36-30
lead.
As the final buzzer rang, Longwood scored 13 points to ODU's
15. Nanette connected on 4 field
goals and one free throw. Margaret had three points while Bee
Johnson finished the scoring with
a foul shot.

Margaret Lowry
Sue Manahan
Dotty Bohannon
Nanette Fisher
Janet Ford
Bee Johnson
Debbie Carneal
Barbara Cridlin
TOTAL

FG
5
1
2
11
0
0
1
0
20

FT TP
1 11
3
1
4
26
1
1
2
0
1
1
9 49
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Longwood Fencers Victorious
Top Team In Recent Tri-Meet
Longwood's Fencing Team
again came out victorious when
they competed against Madison
and Lynchburg in a Tri-Meet held
at Madison College on February
27. Final score in both games was
5-4.
Longwood's first team competed in the Tri-Meet and fenced
Madison first. Joanne Canada led
the team with a perfect score of
three wins out of three attempts,
followed by Temple Harvey, winning 2 out of 3 bouts. The winning
spark failed to hit Mary Baldwin,
as she played her worst game in
her fencing career and failed to
pick up any wins against Madison
College.
Longwood then competed
against Lynchburg College, whom
they had defeated earlier in the
season. After some pep talks,
Mary Baldwin finally came alive
with a strong determination and
won 2 out of her 3 bouts against
Lynchburg. Temple Harvey also
won 2 out of 3 and Joanne Canada
came through with one victory out
of three attempts.
H20 and Corkettes
Present Watershow
March 17-20
Each night at 8 p.m.
Theme: "Ripples In Time"

Tournament Schedule
Released, Longwood
Team Has High Hopes

LC's second team lost to Madison's second team with a score
7-2. Faye Ingram was the only
fencer for Longwood to defeat the
Madison fencers and ended up
with two wins and a loss. Ellen
Cahill and Janice Russell failed
to score any victories.
Longwood is now preparing for
the Intercollegiant Tournament to
be held here March 12-13 in
Her Gym.

LC Defeats Hoi I ins
Harvey And Canada
Return Undefeated
The Longwood Fencing Team
kept in the winning column as they
defeated Hollins College 15-10 in
a recent meet at Hollins.
Longwood's team left Farmville with a deep desire to bring
back a win, and with this thought
in mind, they faced their opponents with aggressiveness and
much skill.
Temple Harvey and Joanne
Canada led the LC team with a
perfect score of 5-0 in their attempts. Gose behind was Mary
Baldwin, winning 4 out of her 5
bouts. Faye Ingram and Janice
Russel, although not faring as
well as their other teammates,
showed true spirit and gave Hoiins a tough fight. Faye brought
in the final victory to end the
match with Longwood leading 1510 over Hollins.
Longwood's record now stands
at three wins and one loss.
Any student interested in
attending the basketball
tournament games on Saturday, March 6, in Lynchburg, ar<' encouraged to
the list posted on Mis Jean
Smith's office door. She is

iptlng to secure trueportstion i>v bt
for all Longwood start
wisini, '
M ud cheer

Dottie Bohannon is prepared
to imill lor (he bull in a recent
home name

New Shipment
Of Cottons and
Spring Linens

SehemberV
Wf Record Nfc ]l
^^^1 Stationery 1^^
Tender Thought
Cordi

CRUTES. E/SS

tlici!
n to victory.
If you are definitely inter*
•I in going, pi
Hi- ii i in Tabii be temeot
as BOO
ible.

Carter's
Flower Shop
(1 Block From Hospital)
West on Buffalo Street
4 Blocks from Rotunda
The Oldest, Largest,
Most Modern and
Up To Date Florist
Within 50 Miles
4 Designers To
Serve You
Telephone 392 3151
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County HS Students
To Attend Several
Survey Classes
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I Snlisti Veneti. a string ensemble will perform in Jarman Sunday at 7:30 p.m

Internationally Praised
Orchestra To Visit LC
By CHRISTINE SHARPE
I Solisti Veneti, a string en- ular compositions, the Serenade
semble orchestra uf internation- for Strings, is the finale for a
al reputation, will perform un- marvelous evening of entertainder the direction oi Claudio sci- ment.
I Solisti Veneti, founded in
moM in Jarman Hal] Sunday,
Padua, Italy in 1959, has given
March 7, at 7:30 p.m.
The \.'l performers and their concerts in 50 countries. They
conductor have been acclaimed have quickly attained an interby the London Times as an "en- national reputation with concerts
semble with the brilliance of so- in major cities of the United
loist" and defined them as one States and Japan. They have parof the beat foreign teams. "Un- ticipated in such major festivals
canny tonal texture, smooth, lus- as Salzburg, Barcelona, and Magtrous, other-worldly1' were some gio Fiorentino.
For two consecutive years the
laudatory phrases describing
their performance by the Phila- ensemble has received the Paris
"Grand Pris du Disque;*'in Londelphia Enquirer.
The orchestra will begin their don it was awarded the "Elizaconcert witli Mozart's serenade, beth Spraque Coolridge MemorEine Kleine Nachtmusik, a ial Medal" and has received the
cliarming and lighthearted piece Diapason d'Oro in 1956.
I Solisti Veneti is the only
of entertainment music for string
ensemble. The serenade by Dvor- European Chamber orchestra to
ak, String Serenade, Opus 22, perform music of all times. The
displays the simplicity, sinceri- group's intellectual liveliness
ty, and beauty of his music. lias inspired many contemporary
The national i liaracteristics uf composers to dedicate new works
his works make them speak for to them.
The group will be presented
his people through color, rhythm,
and closeness to the Czech soil, to Longwood by the Artists Seone o| rchaikowsky's most pop- ries.

July Is Expected Publication Date
For Theroux's Hook Three Wogs
Englishmen toward three Indian
wogs, oi immigrants, Dr. The>
i H\ feels that the book will
appeal espei tally to coUege student . riKXi ii IHKI.i: WOGS is
not hk! the currently popular
LOVE STORY, Dr. Theroux
thinks that it will he well re-

ceived.
Dr. Theroux left Longwood last
semester to t:o to England to
complete the book which he started in the spring of 1970. lie
stayed, primarily in London, for
alMMit five months and "missesit
already." The amiableness of
the English people impressed
him, ami making friends was no
DR. TIIKROfX
problem. The weather, also suited Dr. Theroux's moods. He
By JULIA STB:PHENSON
liked the frequent changes from
Dr. Alexander Theroux, As- sunshine to rain. "Can you imsociate Professor of English at agine Florida," he asks, "with
Longwood, has just completed his that sun always bearing down
first novel which he calls THREE on you'"
THREE WOGS will be published
WOGS. The novel concerns bigotry in England. In England, The- in the United States and in Engroux explains, there is animosity land this July. It is of average
toward people from India. His length and will cost about three
book is about the intolerance of or four dollars.

DR. A. I.. ROUSE

Dr. AX. Rowse
Draws L.C. Girls
Twice To U. \ a.
By LYNNE PIERCE
Mr. Couture, Mr. Miller and
six of Mr. Couture's students,
traveled to the University of Virginia Monday, February 22, to
hear Dr. Alfred Lesley Rowse,
a renowned historian in the field
of Tudor England, speak on research materials for the Tudor
period and where to find them.
Dr. Rowse is also known as a
pioneer in the field of writing
county history, which he covered in his book, TUDOR CORNWALL. Dr. Rowse was invited
by Mr. Martin J. Havran, a
former student of his, to speak
to his graduate class in TudorStuart Britain, which Mr. Couture
is attending. After the lecture
was completed, Mr. Couture's
students were introduced to Dr.
Rowse and spoke with him for
several minutes. Dr. Rowse remarked that he enjoyed having the
Longwood students present because they laughed at his jokes.
The following evening three
Longwood students, Lise Worthington, Lynne Pierce and Sheilah
Martin, returned to U.Va. to hear
Dr. Rowse's formal talk which
was delivered in the McGregor
Room of Alderman Library on his
new book, THE ELIZABETHAN
RlNAISSANCE. Dr. Rowse's
speech concentrated on the effect
of the Renaissance on the KM bal
life and literature of England.
He stressed the traditional view
of the Renaissance even though
it is considered conservative.
England did not enter the Renaissance until the last part of the
sixteenth century and was greatly influenced by the ideals being
expressed in Italy. It was very
clear however, that Dr. Rowse
believes Elizabeth to have been
the center and moving force behind the English Renaissance.

By MARGARET BLAIR
Local students from Prince
Edward County High School will
!»• atteii<!w
s at Longwood
in connection with a program set
up with Mrs. L. R. Pervall, guidance counselor at the high school.
Fourteen girls will come to the
college to sit in on freshman or
introductory level classes for the
purposes of enriching their educational lives, showing them what
college work is like, and providing encouragement for those with
college potential.
The idea for a program of this
type was suggested at a meeting
of the Human Relations Council
in town. Mr. Ben Sandidge, German professor in our Foreign
Language Department, has been
instrumental in setting up the
program. He explained that boys
from the high school had visited
classes at Hampden-Sydney College, and that in a conversation
with Mr. Perry, Superintendent
of Schools, he found it was hoped
a similar opportunity could be
provided for girls. The original
idea was to allow the visiting
students to attend classes on a
regular basis, but it had to be
limited to five visits or auditing
fees would have become involved.
The girls will attend the following classes each Wednesday
through March, the time,number
i] tudents, class, and instructor are listed in that order:
9:00-9:50, two, Anthropology
201, Mrs. Cristo.
9:00-9:50, two, History of Civilization 112, Mr. Crowl.
10:00-10:50, four Sociology
221, Mr.Stonikinis.
10:00-10:50, two, Biology 102,
Dr. BreiL
11:00-11:50, four, Survey of
English Literature 212, Mr. Stuart.

Board
Notes
Residence Board
1. The proposals for open house
must go before the stati
lslature before any action may
be taken at Longwood.
2. Dean Wilson suggested that
male gnests sign in at the desk
during visitation.
3. The proposed dropping of calldowns, plain and strict campus, and room restrictions
from the handbook must be
voted upon by the student body,
as it envolves a change in the
constitution.
Legislative Board
1. The student representation on
the Film Committee has been
abolished by the board by the
request of the present student
representatives. The students
felt that they did not need
representation on this committee.
2. The first student government
dorm meetings will be held on
March 8-9 at 10:00 p.m.

FOREST
FIRES BURN
MORE
THAN
TREES

Both Mr. Sandidge and Dr. H.
R. Blackwell, Dean of the College, hope that the program will
be continued and expanded in the
future. Its purpose is to serve
the area and those high school
seniors who are interested in
continuing their education.
VIRGINIA NATIONAL
BANK
Farmvillc, Vo.
Two Convenient Locations
• Longwood Office
Across from Farmvillc
Shopping Confer
• Main Office
Corner of Third &
Main Streets
We Welcome Student
Accounts

VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
BANK
FARMVILLE. VA.

c

o

MARGARET'S
FLORAL GIFTS
"Unique Gifts
To Please The
Young At Heart'
104 East Third Street
Phone 392-3559
Western Union
Services Also

"Songshect Covers
From The Tuneful
20V'
Longwood Pillows
i/a Price

LANSCOTT'S

Colleges In
The News

International Magazines Accept
Works From New Faculty Member
presented them.
In defining his philosophy of
education, Mr. Wier quotes Fitzgerald when he insists that "the
test of a first rate intelligence is
the ability to hold two oppo:
ideas in the mind at the same time
and still retain the ability to function."
Mr. Wier finds life in Farmville a change from the cities he's
grown used to, but he and his wife
enjoy the small town atmosphere.
Mrs. Wier, a transfer to Longwood from LSU and currently
student teaching at Prince Edward County High, also writes
poetry.

Mary Baldwin College
Considers New "Mini
Semester"
STAUNTON - In his annual
speed) to the college, Dr. William W. Kelly, president ofMary
Baldwin, discussed several possible innovations for the coming
year in the curriculum and the
wa) it is presented. An interesting addition which is being
considered is the "mini-semester." This would consist ofthree
weeks of concentrated study in
one field. By accelerating their
studu's, BtudMts under this pro*
gram would be aided in completing their academic requirements in three years.
H-SC Plans
Radio Station
HAMPDEN-SYDNEY - H-S
College is in the process of
planning a radio station which
will hopefully broadcast its first
program in September, 1971.
WHSC will probably be an FM
station broadcasting music, basketball games and news at night
after WFLO has signed off. The
committee in charge of the planning has sent a letter of inquiry
to the FCC about obtaining a
commercial broadcasting license. The main problem facing
the committee is a location from
which to broadcast. The college
has been petitioned for the use
of a room in Bagby Hall, which
is not being used at present.
The station will have a range
of a ten-mile radius in order to
include Longwood and Farmville.
Hotline Installed
Between Students
And Faculty
RUSTON, LOUISIANA-A telephone hotline between faculty and
students has been installed by
Dr. F. Jay Taylor, president of
Louisiana Tech, in order to increase communications at the
university. Callers are invited
by a recording to make suggestions and a transcript of the
recorded message is presented
directly to the president. Dr.
Taylor answers questions and
explains policy in a special hotline column in the school paper.
Badfinger In Concert
BOONE, N.C.- Badfinger, the
English group which lias been
under the personal supervision
of Beatle Paul McCartney, will
appear in concert in Appalachian
State University's Varsity Gymnasium on Tuesday, March 9,
from 7-9 p.m. Badflnger's first
hit single was "Come and Get
It," which was the feature song
of the movie, "The Magic Christian." Their latest hit was "No
Matter What."
Midwinters At
William and Mary
Cancelled
W1LLIAMSBURG - Chairman
Tom Hege of the Student Association entertainment committee
has announced that the Midwinters concert scheduled for
March 6 has been cancelled because a group could not be provided which would yield a financial profit. Difficulties had
arisen over signing contracts
and transportation for the groups
which said they could come. The
committee hopes to present a
second Spring finals concert as
a replacement.

MR. ALLEN WIER
By LYNNE WILSON
Mr. Allen Wier of Longwood's
English Department has recently had two stories and a poem accepted for publication in three
international magazines. February 11, the story "Cambell Oakley's Gospel Son Shines on Roy
Singing Grass" appeared in the
"Greensboro Review." April's
edition of "TheSouthern Review"
will have another story, "Cops
and Robbers," and a poem, "1883
in the Heat" will appear in the
spring issue of "South and West."
Mr. Wier is no new comer to
the literary arts though previously his work has appeared only in
literary magazines. He had two
years of training in creative
writing at LSU, where he was
privileged to work under David
Madden, a man well known and
much respected in literary circles today. Mr. Wier was Madden's graduate assistant during
those two years, and he found
both a friend and a teacher in the
distinguished writer. Placed in
charge of weekly meetings at LSU
of poets and writers, Mr. Wier
was able to meet many other
young writers as well as some of
the better known artists.
For his thesis, Mr. Wier wrote
a novel.STOPPINGPLACE.Heis
still making revisions on that
work, but has no future plans for
submitting it for publication. He
is, however, currently writing
another story, and he's thinking
about doing a second novel. A professor of creative writing, short
story, American literature, and
freshman English, Mr. Wier lias
very definite ideas on education.
He agrees with Madden's philosophy that when one walks into a
classroom, there is death all
around, and it is up to the teacher
and the students to bring life into
the room. He would like to see
students take a more active part
-in their own education and take
advantage of those opportunities
Coed Dorms In
Danger At University
Of Virginia
CHARLOTTESVILLE - A plan
to terminate the use of the Alderman Road Dormitories at
U. Va. as coed dorms has been
challenged by a petition from the
women who have applied for housing next year. The petition states
that nothing should be done to.
endanger the progress the university has made in establishing
realistic male-female relations.
Tlie women feel U. Va. will be
taking a step backward and retarding the opportunities of students to mature through daily
associations with the opposite
sex. Difficulties concerning security were given as the prime
reason for moving the women
out, but the coeds feel the risk
is no greater than with separate
housing.
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Dr. Lewis DeVorsey's
Speech Found Boring
By Faculty Member
By JULIA STEPHENSON
Dr. Lewis DeVorsey, Chairman of the Geography Department at the University of Georgia, presented a lecture entitled
"A Land Divided: The South on
the Eve of the Revolutionary
War," for the Institute of Southern Culture, Monday afternoon
at Longwood College.
DeVorsey spoke of the strife
over land between Indians of the
southeast and early settlers. This
friction, he said, led to the Proclamation of 1763 which fixed a
boundary line along the Appalachian watershed separating the
lands of the Indians and settlers.
The I 1/2 hour lecture included slides of old maps, Indian
scenes, and portraits which illustrated DeVorsey's points.
Later, a Longwood history professor commented on the lecture.
"It was boring," she said. "He
may have presented new material
to the geography people, but anyone who knows anything at all
about history didn't learn anything new." This professor
seemed to think DeVorsey had
a quantity of valuable material
but didn't know how to handle it.

is many things:
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
AQUARIUS
PURE JOY
LET THE SUNSHINE IN
A LIFE STYLE
THE BIGGEST HIT IN
BROADWAY HISTORY
STARSHINE
THE WORLD'S
GREATEST MUSICAL

First Coed Pledges
SAE Fraternity At
Randolph-Macon
By LYNNE PIERCE
Becky Severin, one of four female students at Randolph-Macon
College in Ashland, has become
the first coed to pledge Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity. Pledging for SAE requires only that the
student have a 2.0 average and an
interest in the fraternity. Becky
already knew many of tlie brothers and Dudley Sydnor, past president of the chapter, said that
this was actually a case of the
fraternity rushing tier. National
rules forbid coeds from becoming brothers, but loopholes in tlie
national laws do allow females to
pledge. The chaper is planning to
set up a "little sisters' club"
which would be an organization
coeds could join and, in June, the
R-M chapter plans to lead the
fight in the state convention to
loosen restrictions and allow coeds to become fuU brothers.
Becky describes her experience as being very pleasant and
exciting and one which lias made
her many new friends and provided an opportunity for joining
in campus activities since there
are no sororities. She remarked
that much of her time is being
spent fulfilling her pledge duties,
which include playing football and
baking cookies for her fraternity
brothers. For those who might
find this a harrowing experience,
Becky adds that her brothers always "treat me just like a lady."

have you seen
them all?
LIVE ON STAGE AT THE MOSQUE
IN RICHMOND
8 P. M. April 26. 27, 28 and May 3. 4, 5
Matinee 2:30 P. M. May 5
Persons Under 18 Must Be Accompanied By Parent.
Mail Orders Only. Prices: Orch.. Golden Circle, $10;
Grand Tier, $8: Balcony Front, $6, Balcony, $5.
Matinee: $9.25, $7 50, $5.50 and $4.50
Make Check Or Money Order Payable To Richmond
Theater League. Please Send Stamped, Self Ad
dressed Envelope. Allow Two Weeks For Handling.
Send Me
Tickets (a $
Eft I
For

Or
(Date)

Name
City

(2nd Choice Date)

Address
State

Richmond Theater League
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Senator Herbert Bateman States
'Temptation' Threat To Student Morality

Lankford Student Union
To Rent Refrigerators
The Lankford Student Union,
under the direction ol Mr. Tim
Brown, is planning to buy small
[Kirtable refrigerators and rent
them to the students for use in
At the pn -nit time, the Student
borrow
funds from the i ho ft in order to
bu) Die i
>rs. If the loan
.(■(I, it Is boped that the
student Union will be able to start
renting the refrigerators after
spring break, if not by then, at
fol the beginning if
summer school. The rental cost
foi StCh unit tin ;i school year
will be $32 or $4 a month. Rental fees wouldincreaseduringthe
summer with prices being $5 a
summer school session.
After the money borrowed from
the school to buy the units has
been paid back, the Student Union
hopes to use the money received
from rental fees to help the classes to sponsor different events
such as the Junior Ring Dance and

to provide the students with free
concerts during the school year.
A percentage of the money obtained will also be set aside for
maintenance of the units. It any
refrigerator does not function
properly the Student Union guarantees to replace it.
Bateman
When renting the refrigerators
Longwood's administrators
the students must agree to two
currently have their hands tied
stipulations:
1. The refrigerators must be because of the proposed resolutransported to the dorm rooms tion in the Virginia General Asby the students from Lankford. sembly by Senator Herbert BateNo installation service is man of Newport News that moves
available. (It is felt that this to restrict the dorm policies of
should not cause any difficul- all Virginia state supported
ties since the units can easily schools so that they will be more
in line with the moral standards
be carried by two people.)
2. Rental fees are payable inad- ol the citizens of Virginia. If this
vance first semester. Second resolution is passed state supsemester a note will be sent ported colleges would be advised
to each student renting a unit that the General Assembly adto remind them of their fee. vocates parietal hours which
At the present time, approxi- would not encourage 'increasing
mately 900 people have expressed sexual promiscuity' among stuinterest in renting a refrigera- dents of those schools.
Senator Bateman introduced
tor.
the resolution after an investigation of an undisclosed Virginia
college. Reliable sources Indicate the school under investigation was William and Mary
College in Williamsburg.
plete reporting of the story."
Last year William and Mary
McDonald concluded by stating, was the scene of a much publi"If the use of this language did cized incident involving parietal
offend anyone, then I apologize.
It was not meant to offend; it was
meant to inform."
There are other ramifications
besides the possible dismissal of
McDonald, however. Several
members of the staff, including
both the business manager and
the advertising manager, have
resigned.
These resignations, however,
By PATRICIA PATTESON
were not a direct result of the
Mr. Ronald Perry.Superlntenobscenity charges, they were the
final motivating force. The "Flat dent of Prince Edward County
Hat" has also lost advertising ac- Public Schools, discussed "What
counts because of the alleged ob- School Administrators Look for
in an Interview" at a recent Stuscenity used.
The results of the hearing have dent Education Association meetnot, as yet, been released, but ing. He considered the interview
McDonald expressed confidence to be the most valuable source
for evaluating the applicant and
of a successful case.
discussed
interview techniques.
When a William and Mary student was asked about the general Applicants should send a letter
opinion of the student body, she of inquiry to the superintendent
remarked, "The majority of the stating what position you are apstudents think that the whole thing plying for, your ability to meet
is stupid. During the last few certification requirements and
years, the newspaper has re- your availability for a personal
ceived increasing freedom, so we interview. Mr. Perry Indicated
have learned to take the article that the best time to apply for a
for what it said, and not how it teaching position is usually in

William And Mary's Editor
Charged In Obscenity Case
By SHEILAH MARTIN
The "Flat Hat," tlie student
newspaper of the College of Willi.uu and Mary, has beenaccused
by the Publications Committee of
printing "certain obscenities."
The complaints stem chiefly from
the February 12 issue concerning
the Student Association Senate
meeting of the night before. The
alleged obscenities were printed
in both the headline and the body
of the article. The story directly
quoted an open meeting and an official resolution presented to the
Student Association in reference
to recent drug arrests at one of
the dorms.
The Publications held a hearing,
to decide "as to whether the
phraseologies involved meet the
substance of the complaints," It
Is within the committee's power
to recommend that the Board of
Student Affairs take disciplinary
actions which could include the
dismissal of Editor - in - Chief
Tom McDonald.
In an interview, McDonalddisBlOMd th.it Ins dttStM would
consist of two major parts: First,
tin1 words could not be considered obscene by legal definition,
and if ttttC.'iiunitteetried topush
their nwndi luution, it would be IK>
more nJJ thsfl liis own. Secondly li. lid Hi", attempt t0(tts>
charge him would ba Umltini the
trssdom ol the press, "The dsIsn I
. the language vas
nut
ma .nit'," McDonald laid, "II sas mads is
tilth, i
uch tiiin»
immunity standard
faith. In our ODln. II
M urn 1 <
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com-

rules and the enforcement of such
rules. Two couples were caught
in the dorms during nonparietal
hours and were subsequently suspended for the remainder of the
semester by the Judiciary Committee. However, when appealed
to the Federal Court in Norfolk,
the students were reinstated by
Judge John Mackenzie because
the enforcement of the dorm rules
was applied arbitrarily. Judge
Mackenzie went on to reaffirm
the constitutionality of the college's dorm rules.
Senator Bateman affirmed that
his resolution would suggest to
Virginia supported schools that
they adopt parietal rules which
would not generate an opportunity and an exposure to temptations which students have fallen
victim to from the beginning of
time. However, there is nothing
to force the colleges to conform
jritn me resolution but it is quite
obvious that the act would put
enough pressure on the schools
to ensure its adoptions in the
various Virginia colleges.
The major question in this controversy seems to be whether or
not college students are mature
and moral enough to adopt and
follow their own parietal hours.
When asked about this, Senator
Bateman stuck to his theory that
the maturity of the students was
not in question, but rather the
temptation was too great for the
students to refuse and that the
parietals should be revised in
order to eliminate the temptation.

Manager
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the spring of the year. He also
stressed the importance of carefully selecting personal references. As important as your application isbeingpreparedforthe
interviewer's questions. The
questions most often asked are:
1. What is your philosophy of
education?
2. Why do you wish to teach in
this particular school system?
3. What are your professional
aspirations?
4. Why should he employ you?
5. What features of school organization are good or poor for
good teaching?
6. What ideas would you like to
try or experiment with?
7. What educational problems
are disturbing you? How do you
Hunk they might be solved?
8. Are you willing to participate in extracurricular activities?
9. What subjects or grades do
you wish to teach'
10. How muchdiscipline is important in the educational system
ami what i- vourrolsasatfaebar
in discipline?
Mr. Perry reminded the students that it is customary to send
a letter of thanks to the interrtt in appreciation for his

REV. MR. GODFREY TATE

Religious Emphasis
Work. March «-ll
YWCA vice-president Sally
Foster, has revealed plans for
a series of speakers in this
year's Religious Emphasis Week
'. runs Manh B through 11
and is entitled "To Care is to
Share." The YWCA sponsored
program which climaxes In
an A
■ill emphasize social action as part of
the student's religious life.
The Rev. Mr. Godfrey late of
Norfolk, will begin the program
Monday, March 8, speaking on
his work with 'Inner City" in
Norfolk. After tellingoftheproblems and needs he has found, he
will discuss his insights into
these problems and will offer
suggestions as to ways in which
listeners may work towards a
solution.
On Tuesday, March 9, Mose
Henry of the Presbyterian School
of Christian Education in Richmond, will present a "folk-rock
gospel." No stranger to the Longwood campus, he has performed
several times at the Wesley Center's ' Cactus Inn." Through song
and personal witness he will
point up the need for concern
with and awareness of the problems of others.
Catholic priest Clement Burns
and Protestant chaplain Howard
Gordon will speak on the Christian-social gospel on Wednesday,
March 10, discussing how the
Christian should relate to such
issues as American foreign and
domestic policy, civil rights,
poverty, racism, war, the draft.
Father Burns and Rev. Gordon
share an ecumenical ministry
at the University of Virginia.
On Thursday, March 11, the
Agape Love Feast will close the
week of programs. This will be
In the tradition of the "love
feasts" of the early Christians.
These meals were provided by
church members for the purposes of religious fellowship and
charity to the poor and the widows
of the Christian community. Deriving from the earliest days of
the church, the meals may possibly be rooted in the common
meals of Jesus and his disciples
or such events in Christ's ministry as the feeding of the multitude.
The feast at Longwood, led by
Canterbury director Tracy Wilder, will be a combination of a
meal and a religious service of
folk hymns, prayers, readings,
and discussion. Possibilities of
the meal taking the form of a
poverty dinner are being discussed.
The entire week is open to all
Longwood students. Special invitations for the Agape supper are
being sent to the area churches
In an attempt to bring together
the people of the community and
the students of Longwood and to
foster discussion over forces at
work in t1
unity and what
action the Church hopes to take
in relation to these actions.

